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Abstract
In this paper, we show how the concept of metagrammar originally introduced by Candito (1996) to design large Tree-Adjoining Gram-
mars describing the syntax of French and Italian, can be usedto describe the morphology of Ikota, a Bantu language spokenin Gabon.
Here, we make use of the expressivity of the XMG (eXtensible MetaGrammar) formalism to describe the morphological variations of
verbs in Ikota. This XMG specification captures generalizations over these morphological variations. In order to produce the inflected
forms, one can compile the XMG specification, and save the resulting electronic lexicon in an XML file, thus favorising itsreuse in
dedicated applications.

1. Introduction
Bantu languages form a large family of languages in
Africa. In this family, Chichewa and Swahili are the most
well-studied, and are used as benchmarks for assessing
the expressivity and relevance of morphological theories
(Mchombo, 1998; Stump, 1992; Stump, 1998; Stump,
2001) and their implementation (Roark and Sproat, 2007).
Ikota (B25) is a lesser-known language of Gabon and the
Democratic Republic of Congo. Language of the Bakota
people, with an estimated 25000 speakers in Gabon (Idiata,
2007), Ikota is threatened with extinction mainly because
of its abandon for French (the official language of Gabon).
It manifests many grammatical features shared by the Bantu
languages (Piron, 1990; Magnana Ekoukou, 2010):

• Ikota is atonal languagewith two registers (High and
Low):

(1) a. ı̀kàká ”family”
b. ı̀kákà ”palm”

(2) a. nkúlá ”year”
b. nkúlà ”pygmee”

• Ikota has tennoun classes,1 see Table 1.

• Ikota has awidespread agreement in the NP:

(3) b-àyı́tò
2-women

bá-nÉnı̀
2-fat

b-á
2-of

Ø-mbókà
9-village

bà-tÉ
2-DEM

b-à-Ãá
2-Prst-eat

”These fat women of the village are eating”

• Yet, unlike Swahili for instance, Ikota does not have a
slot for object agreement.

In this paper, we will consider verbal morphology.

1The number of the class in the table corresponds to Meinhof’s
numbering.

Table 1: Ikota’s noun classes

Noun class prefix allomorphs
CL 1 mò-, Ø- mw-, ǹ-
CL 2 bà- b-
CL 3 mò-, Ø- mw-, ǹ-
CL 4 mè-
CL 5 ı̀-, Ã- dy-
CL 6 mà- m-
CL 7 è-
CL 8 bè-
CL 9 Ø-
CL 14 ò-, bò- bw-

Production of a lexicon of inflected forms. Our purpose
is twofold: first to provide a formal description of the mor-
phology of verbs in Ikota; second, to automatically derive
from this description a lexicon of inflected forms. To do so,
we propose to adopt the concept of a metagrammar, which
was introduced by (Candito, 1996), and used to describe the
syntax of Indo-European languages, such as French, En-
glish or Italian. Lexicalized wide-coverage tree-grammars
for natural languages are very large and extremely resource
intensive to develop and maintain. For this reason, they
are often automatically produced by software from a highly
modular formal description called a metagrammar. The
metagrammar is much easier to develop and to maintain.
We propose to adopt a similar strategy to capture morpho-
logical generalizations over verbs in Ikota. The outline of
the paper is the following. In Section 2., we give a detailed
presentation of the morphology of verbs in Ikota. Then, in
Section 3., we introduce eXtensible MetaGrammar (XMG),
a formal language, used to describe and combine reusable
descriptive fragments. In Section 4., we show how to use
the XMG framework to describe the morphology of verbs
in Ikota. Concretely, we present a metagrammar of verbs in
Ikota, which we have also coded in the XMG language, and
which can be automatically processed to produce a lexicon
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of fully inflected verb forms in Ikota. Finally, in Section 5.,
we conclude and present future work.

2. Verbs in Ikota
Verbs are constituted by a lexical root (VR) and several af-
fixes distributed on each side of the VR. For the sake of
clarity, we will focus here on the basic verbal forms, leav-
ing aside Mood and Voice markers.
Let us now describe infinitival form and the three verbal
classes of Ikota.
Verbs in Ikota are distributed in three classes depending on
the form of Aspect and Active markers. Infinitive in Ikota
is a hybrid word class. It is composed of a noun class prefix
(class 14) and a verbal element (VR+Prog+Active).

(4) a. bòÃákà “to eat”
b. bòẃEÙÈ “to give”
c. bòb́OnÓkÒ “to choose”

Examples (4) illustrate the three verb classes.
Indeed, it seems that the suffix (Prog+Active) has a sub-
jacent form VkV. In the Makokou variant of Ikota,/k/ is
realized by [Ù] when the vowel is [E]. In Standard Ikota, the
form is ÉkÈ.
At a subjacent level, the structure of the infinitival suffix
boils down toaka, with three distinct surface realizations
ákà,ÉÙÈ, ÓkÒ.
Examples below illustrate the conjugation of bòÃákà “to
eat”, a typical example of theakaverb class:

(5) m-à-Ã-á
1sg-Prst-eat-Act

ǹlÉsı̀
rice

“I’m eating rice” (Present)

(6) a. m-à-Ã-á-ná
1sg-Past-eat-Act-Prox

yàná
yesterday

“I ate yesterday” (Past (yesterday))

b. m-à-Ã-á-sá
1sg-Past-eat-Act-Prox

kúlá
year

mwáyèkànàmẃE
last

“I ate last year” (Distant Past)

c. m-é-Ã-á
1sg-Past-eat-Act

ǹlÉsı̀
rice

“I ate rice” (Recent Past)

(7) a. m-é-Ã-àk-à
1sg-Fut-eat-Asp-Act

ǹlÉsı̀
rice

“I’ll eat rice” (Medium Future)

b. m-é-Ã-àk-à-ná
1sg-Fut-eat-Asp-Act-Prox

yàná
tomorrow

“I’ll eat tomorrow” (Future (tomorrow))

c. m-é-Ã-àk-à-sá
1sg-Fut-eat-Asp-Act-Prox

kúlá
year

mwáyàkàmẃE
next
“I’ll eat next year” (Distant Future)

d. m-ábı́-Ã-àk-à
1sg-Fut-eat-Asp-Act

òsátè
soon

“I’ll eat soon” (Imminent Future)

As can be deduced from the examples above, Ikota’s verbal
affixes ordering can be defined as position classes. From
the left to the right:

• the class of Subject agreement prefixes occupies the
leftmost, word-initial position.

• Tense prefixes (or what can roughly identified as re-
lated to Tense) appears at the left of VR.

• the (aspectual) progressive marker is on the immediate
right of VR.

• Active suffix occupies the slot to the left of Proximal.
It has two values: Active and Passive (to wit: -Active).
Applicative and Causative are kept for further studies.

• the Proximal/Distal suffixes occupy the rightmost po-
sition.

Table 3 gives an outline of the VR and its affixes and table
2 exemplifies this schema with bòÃákà “to eat”.

Table 3: Verb formation
Subj- Tense- VR -(Aspect) -Active -(Proximal)

3. eXtensible MetaGrammar
eXtensible MetaGrammar (XMG) refers both to a formal
language (a kind of programming language) and a piece
of software, called a compiler, that processes descriptions
written in the XMG language (Crabbé and Duchier, 2004).
XMG is normally used to describe lexicalized tree gram-
mars. In other words, an XMG specification is a declar-
ative description of the tree-structures composing a gram-
mar. This description relies on four main concepts: (1)ab-
straction: the ability to associate a content with a name,
(2) contribution : the ability to accumulate information in
any level of linguistic description, (3)conjunction: the
ability to combine pieces of information, (4)disjunction:
the ability to non-deterministically select pieces of infor-
mation.
Formally, one can define an XMG specification as follows:

Rule := Name→ Content

Content := Contribution | Name |

Content∨ Content | Content∧ Content

An abstraction is expressed as a rewrite rule that associates
Contentwith a Name. Such content is either theContribu-
tion of a fragment of linguistic description (e.g. a tree frag-
ment contributed to the description of syntax) or an existing
abstraction, or a conjunction or disjunction of contents.
One abstraction must be specifically identified as the axiom
of the metagrammar. The XMG compiler starts from this
axiom and uses the rewrite rules to produce a full deriva-
tion. When a disjunction is encountered, it is interpreted
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Table 2: Verbal forms of bòÃákà ”to eat”

Subj. Tense VR Aspect Active Prox. Value
m- à- Ã -á present
m- à- Ã -á -ná past, yesterday
m- à- Ã -á -sá distant past
m- é- Ã -á recent past
m- é- Ã -àk -à medium future
m- é- Ã -àk -à -ná future, tomorrow
m- é- Ã -àk -à -sá distant future
m- ábı́- Ã -àk -à imminent future

as offering alternative ways to proceed: the compiler suc-
cessively explores each alternative. In this fashion, the ex-
ecution of a metagrammar typically produces many deriva-
tions. Along one derivation, contributions are simply ac-
cumulated conjunctively. At the end of a derivation, the
accumulated contributions are interpreted as a specification
and given to a solver to produce solution structures. The
collection of all structures produced in this manner forms
the resulting grammar. It can be inspected using a graphi-
cal tool, or exported in an XML format.
The XMG compiler is freely available under a GPL-
compliant license, and comes with reasonable documenta-
tion.2 It has been used to design various large tree-based
grammars for French (Crabbé, 2005; Gardent, 2008), En-
glish (Alahverdzhieva, 2008) and German (Kallmeyer et
al., 2008).
XMG was expressedly designed for writing wide-coverage
high-level modular tree-grammmars covering both syntac-
tic expression and semantic content. While XMG was
never intended for expressing morphology, our current
project demonstrates that it can successfully be repurposed
for the task, at least in the case of the agglutinative Ikota
language.

4. Metagrammar of Ikota verbal
morphology

Our formalization of Ikota verbal morphology borrows the
notion of topological domainfrom the tradition of Ger-
man descriptive syntax (Bech, 1955). A topological domain
consists of a linear sequence of fields. Each field may host
contributed material, and there may be restrictions on how
many items a particular field may/must host. For our pur-
poses, the topological domain of a verb will be as described
in Table 3, and each field will hold at most 1 item, where
an item is thelexical phonology3 of a morpheme.

Elementary blocks. The metagrammar is expressed in
terms of elementary blocks. A block makes simultaneous
contributions to 2 distinct dimensions of linguistic descrip-
tion: (1) lexical phonology: contributions to fields of the
topological domain, (2) inflection: contributions of mor-
phosyntactic features. For example:

2Seehttp://spourcesup.cru.fr/xmg
3We adopt here thetwo-levelperspective of lexical and surface

phonology (Koskenniemi, 1983)

2 ← é

tense = past
proxi = near

contributeśe to field number 2 of the topological domain,
and featurestense = past andproxi = near to the inflec-
tion. Feature contributions from different blocks are uni-
fied: in this way, the inflection dimension also acts as a co-
ordination layer during execution of the metagrammar. As
Table 2 illustrates clearly, ikota morphology is not cleanly
compositional: instead, the semantic contributions of mor-
phemes are determined by mutually constrained coordina-
tion through the inflection layer.

Morphosyntactic features. We usep and n for person
andnumber; tense with possible valuespast, present,
and future; proxi for the proximal marker (none,
imminent, day, near, far); vclass for the verbal class
(g1, g2, g3); and two polar features:active for voiceand
prog for theprogressive aspect: prog=- marks an eventu-
ality yet unrealized.

Lexical phonetic signs. Careful consideration of Ikota
data suggests that regularities across verbal classes can
be better captured by the introduction of alexical vowel
A which is then realized, at the surface level, bya for
vclass=g1, E for vclass=g2, andO for vclass=g3, and
lexical consonantK which is realized bytS for vclass=g2,
and k otherwise.

Rules. Figure 1 shows a fragment of our preliminary
metagrammar of Ikota verbal morphology. Each rule de-
fines how an abstraction can be rewritten. For example
Tensecan be rewritten as any one block from a disjunc-
tion of 5 blocks. To produce the lexicon of inflected forms
described by our metagrammar, the XMG compiler com-
putes all possible non-deterministic rewritings of theVerb
abstraction.

Example derivation. Let’s consider hoẃoÃàkàná (to-
morrow, you will eat) is derived by our formal system start-
ing from theVerb abstraction. FirstVerb is replaced by
Subj∧Tense∧VR∧Aspect∧Active∧Proximal. Then each
element of this logical conjunction (order is irrelevant) is,
in turn, expanded. For example,Subj is then replaced by
one block from the corresponding disjunction: the XMG
compiler tries all possibilities; eventually it chooses the 2nd
block. Figure 2 shows the initial step, a middle step, and
the final step of the derivation. The lexical phonology of
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Figure 1: Metagrammar of Ikota verbal morphology

Subj → 1 ← m

p = 1
n = sg

∨
1 ← ò

p = 2
n = sg

∨ . . .

Tense →
2 ← é

tense = past
proxi = near

∨
2 ← é

tense = future
∨

2 ← à

tense = present
∨

2 ← à

tense = past
proxi = ¬near

∨
2 ← áb́ı

tense = future
proxi = imminent

Active →
5 ← À

active = +
prog = -

∨
5 ← Á

active = +
prog = +

∨
4 ← ébwÈ

active = -

Aspect → 4 ← ÀK

tense = future
prog = -

∨
tense = ¬future
prog = +

Proximal →
6 ← nÁ

proxi = day
∨

6 ← sÁ

proxi = far
∨

proxi = none ∨ near
∨

proxi = imminent
tense = future

To-Eat →
3 ← Ã

vclass = g1

To-Give →
3 ← w

vclass = g2

VR → To-Eat∨ To-Give

Verb → Subj∧ Tense∧ VR∧ Aspect∧ Active∧ Proximal

Figure 2: A successful derivation

Verb → Subj∧ Tense∧ VR∧ Aspect∧ Active∧ Proximal

→
1 ← ò

p = 2
n = sg

∧
2 ← é

tense = future
∧

3 ← Ã

vclass = g1
∧

4 ← ÀK

tense = future
prog = -

∧
5 ← À

active = +
prog = -

∧
6 ← nÁ

proxi = day

→
1 ← ò 2 ← é 3 ← Ã 4 ← ÀK 5 ← À 6 ← nÁ

p = 2 prog = - tense = future vclass = g1
n = sg active = + proxi = day

the resulting lexicon entry is obtained by concatenating, in
the linear order of the topological domain, the material con-
tributed to the various fields; here:ò+é+Ã+ÀK+À+nÁ.
Figure 3 shows an example of a failed derivation, i.e. one
which does not lead to the production of a lexicon en-
try. The failure is due to clashing values for featuretense
(future and¬future) and also for featureprog (+ and-).

Surface phonology. At present, our metagrammar mod-
els only the lexical level of phonology. The surface level
can subsequently be derived by postprocessing. For our ex-
ample, sincevclass=g1, the lexicalA becomes a on the sur-
face, andK becomes k. Thus we obtain:ò+é+Ã+à+à+ná,
and finally (through vowel deletion)́oÃàkàná.
XMG’s constraint-based approach makes it ideally suited to
a seamless integration of e.g.two-level phonologysince the
latter is precisely a constraint between lexical and surface

phonology (Koskenniemi, 1983). This extension of XMG
is a planned milestone of an ongoing thesis.

Caveats. Our formalization of Ikota morphology is very
preliminary. As we progress, questions arise for which we
do not yet have sufficient data. For example, as can be read-
ily deduced from Figure 1, our current metagrammar (de-
liberately) omits the “passive future” pending further evi-
dential data from native speakers.

Also, it is too early for us to suggest even a tentative ac-
count of Ikota’s tonal system and its implications on e.g.
the prosodic contours of verb forms. As a consequence,
in the interest of accurate descriptive morphology, we have
been forced to adopt some tricks, in the formal description,
as a practical recourse rather than as a theoretical proposal:
such is the case of the tonal alternation in the active voice.
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Figure 3: A failed derivation: clashes ontense and onprog

Verb → Subj∧ Tense∧ VR∧ Aspect∧ Active∧ Proximal

→
1 ← ò

p = 2
n = sg

∧
2 ← é

tense = future
∧

3 ← Ã

vclass = g1
∧

tense = ¬future
prog = +

∧
5 ← À

active = +
prog = -

∧
6 ← nÁ

proxi = day

→ failure!

5. Conclusion and future work
In this article, we proposed a formal, albeit preliminary,
declarative description of verbal morphology in Ikota, an
arguably minority African language. In so doing, we il-
lustrated how the metagrammatical approach can usefully
contribute to African language technology.
Additionally, from this formal description, using the XMG
compiler, we are able to automatically produce a lexicon of
fully inflected verb forms with morphosyntactic features.
This lexicon can be saved in XML format, thus provid-
ing an easily reusable normalization resource for this less-
resourced language.
From a methodological point of view, the use of XMG for
expressing our ideas has made it easy to quickly test them
by generating the predicted verb forms and their features
and then validating the results against the available data.
A further advantage of adopting the metagrammar ap-
proach is that, using the same tool, we will be able to also
describe the syntax of the language using e.g. tree-adjoining
grammars (the topic of an ongoing PhD thesis).
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